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ATHLETIC BALL GAME USING SMART a smart device of the other player , analyzing the data from 
GLASSES each player's smart glasses to recognize a game area and a 

game ball , analyzing the data from each player's smart 
CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED glasses to determine each player's position in the game area , 

APPLICATIONS analyzing the data from each player's smart glasses to track 
the game ball , analyzing the data from each player's smart 

This application is a continuation - in - part of U.S. appli- glasses to determine if each athletic attempt taken by each 
cation Ser . No. 16 / 567,074 filed on Sep. 11 , 2019 and claims player was a make or miss without the need for sensors in 
the benefit of U.S. Provisional Application No. 62 / 775,154 the game area and the ball , displaying augmented reality 
filed on Dec. 4 , 2018 , U.S. Provisional Application No. 10 information related to the selected athletic ball game on each 
62 / 775,184 filed on Dec. 4 , 2018 and U.S. Provisional player's smart glasses and transmitting the number of 
Application No. 62 / 775,200 filed on Dec. 4 , 2018 . attempts made and missed by each player to both players 

smart devices . 
BACKGROUND 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
Athletic ball games such as basketball , baseball , golf , 

soccer , cricket and football are competitive sports that are FIG . 1 is a schematic view of one embodiment of the 
immensely popular worldwide . Such sports are played pro- invention involving the athletic ball game of basketball ; 
fessionally , collegiately , in high schools , in middle schools , FIG . 2 is a flowchart of a basketball game being played by 
in elementary schools , among friends and family as well as 20 two players at basketball courts in remote locations utilizing 
individually . the invention ; 

Athletes often spend numerous hours practicing and train- FIG . 3 is a schematic view of smart glass of the invention ; 
ing in order to improve their skill level so they can become FIG . 4 is a schematic of an interface of an application of 
more competitive in these athletic ball sports . In an effort to the present invention ; 
assist athletes in improving their skill level , systems have 25 FIG . 5 is a schematic of the interface of the application ; 
been developed that track an athlete's performance while FIG . 6 is a flowchart of the data processing of the 
training or playing , and then provide feedback to the athlete invention ; 
indicative of the performance which can be analyzed and FIG . 7 is a schematic of the collision detection boxes of 
evaluated to help the athlete improve one's skill level . the make / miss analysis ; 
Game systems often have a different focus which is 30 FIG . 8 is an illustration of the display on the smart glasses 

primarily directed toward enhancing the recreational aspect showing an augmented reality graphic ; 
of such ball sports . Such game systems may involve com- FIG . 9 is a schematic of another embodiment of the 
petitions between family members and / or friends at one invention involving the game of baseball ; 
location . FIG . 10 is a schematic of the embodiment shown in FIG . 

35 9 ; 

a 

SUMMARY FIG . 11 is a schematic of an interface of the application 
involving the game of baseball ; 

In one aspect of the invention , an athletic ball game FIG . 12 is a schematic of another embodiment of the 
method for at least two players at remote game locations is invention involving the game of soccer ; 
provided . The method includes the steps of matching up two 40 FIG . 13 is schematic of an interface of the application 
players at remote game locations that have selected to play involving the game of soccer ; 
the same athletic ball game , acquiring real - time camera data FIG . 14 is a schematic of another embodiment of the 
from smart glasses that each player wears while the players invention involving the game of golf ; and 
are playing the selected athletic ball game , analyzing the FIG . 15 is a schematic of an interface of the application 
camera data to determine make / miss data for each player 45 involving the game of golf . 
based upon how many attempts each player made and Before any embodiments of the invention are explained in 
missed during the selected ball game ; and communicating detail , it is to be understood that the invention is not limited 
the camera data and the make / miss data of one player to the in its application to the details of constructions and the 
other player . arrangement of components set forth in the following 

In another aspect of the invention , a method for enabling 50 description or illustrated in the drawings . The invention is 
two athletic players in game areas at remote locations to play capable of other embodiments and of being practiced or of 
a selected athletic ball game against one another is provided . being carried out in various ways . 
The method includes the steps of matching up two athletic 
players on game areas at remote locations to play a selected DETAILED DESCRIPTION 
athletic ball game , transmitting the real - time camera data 55 
from smart glasses worn by each player to a smart device of The invention utilizes smart glasses to enable to athletes / 
the other player ; analyzing the data from each player's smart players at remote locations to physically play athletic ball 
glasses to determine how many attempts each player made games against each other . The athletic ball games can 
and missed during the selected athletic ball game ; and include basketball , baseball , soccer , golf , cricket , football 
transmitting the number of attempts made and missed by 60 and the like . 
each player to the other player's smart device . FIG . 1 illustrates one embodiment of a basketball shoot 

In another aspect of the invention , a method for enabling ing game system 10 in accordance with the present inven 
two athletic players in game areas at remote locations to play tion . The system 10 preferably includes smart glasses 12 and 
a selected athletic ball game against one another is provided . an application 14 running on a smart device 16 for each 
The method includes the steps of matching up two players 65 game player 18 and 20. The smart device 16 is preferably a 
to play a selected athletic ball game , transmitting the real- mobile phone or tablet , but other devices can also be 
time camera data from smart glasses worn by each player to utilized . Alternatives to the application 14 running on a 
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smart device 16 can also be utilized , such as a dedicated The images , video as well as other data collected and 
computer with software loaded thereon . The system 10 processed by player's glasses 12 is communicated to the 
enables the playing of a real - time basketball shooting game other player such as be being wirelessly transmitted to the 
between at least two players 18 and 20 on basketball courts player's respective device 16 which is also communicated to 
at remote locations anywhere in the world . The game is 5 the other player's device 16 as is known in the art . With this 
played on a physical basketball court , whether at a gym , a system 10 , the capture of images , video and data by the 
park , or a backyard , and played in connection with a glasses 12 of the first player 18 at one basketball court 
conventional basketball 22 , a rim 24 and backboard 26. Each location can be viewed in real - time by the second player 18 
player 18 and 20 wears smart glasses 12 that analyze and at a remote basketball court location and vice versa thus 
process data and that communicate with the player's device 10 enabling the play of basketball games by one player 18 against another player 20 anywhere in the world . 16. The device 16 receives and processes the data from each After the selected game is completed at step 52 , each player's smart glasses 12 and communicates with a remote player 18 and 20 can go back to their device 16 at steps 54 processor 28. The smart glasses 12 provide camera data , and 56 to view their own scores and data , to view the other 
track the position of the player 18 or 20 , recognize the 15 player's scores and data and to review which player 18 or 20 
basketball 22 and basketball backboard 26 in use by each won the game at step 58. Each player 18 and 20 can then set 
player 18 or 20 and will detect each player's shooting up a rematch , proceed to another opponent or game or quit 
makes / misses so there is no need for additional sensors on at step 60 . 
the basketball rim 24 , the backboard 26 , or the basketball 22 . It should be noted that in the above example , two players 

The smart glasses 12 worn by each player 18 and 20 20 18 and 20 are matched up and playing the selected game 
include a processor 30 and a camera 32 , as is shown in FIG . against each other . However , the invention can be scaled so 
3 and as will be discussed in detail below , so that the second that any number of players can play against one another if 
player 20 at the remote location from the first player 18 can each player has smart glasses and a device to access the 
see everything the first player 18 sees . Real - time image , application . 
video and data are communicated to both players 18 and 20 25 In another example of the system 10 , indicia and / or 
such as by being transmitted from the first player's glasses graphics 62 can be projected by the glasses 12 , as is shown 
12 to the first player's device 16 as well as to the second in FIG . 7 and as will be discussed in detail below , to augment 
player's device 16. Every time one player makes a shot , a reality in addition to showing the make / miss data . For 
green make will appear on the other player's device 16 and example , a player 18 or 20 could see a famous basketball 
every time one player misses a shot , a red miss will be 30 player in their field of view and be required to take a 
shown on the other player's device 16. The make / miss data basketball shot while seeing the famous player . In another 
of each player 18 and 20 are also displayed on that player's example , graphics of basketball stadiums and fans can be 
smart glasses 12 , as is shown in FIG . 7 and as will be added to make a player's current location look like they are 
discussed in more detail below , along with other data such playing in a large arena . In another example , graphics can be 
as location , temperature , and distance from the basketball 35 added to the ball itself , as if the ball were of fire , or the court 
rim . The smart glasses 12 include built in communication so itself , as if the court were in a tundra of snow . 
that two players 18 and 20 playing against each other can Turning now to FIG . 3 , an exemplary component design 
talk to one another while playing the game as well as listen for the smart glasses 12 is shown . The glasses 12 can be 
to music . commercially available smart glasses , such as HoloLens 2 
An example of a basketball shooting game utilizing the 40 available from Microsoft Corporation , with no additional 

invention is as follows and as shown in FIG . 2. A first player hardware added . Alternatively , the glasses 12 can be custom 
18 logs into the application 14 on the first player's device 16 designed and manufactured with the needed components . It 
at step 34. The first player 18 selects a particular game from should be noted that almost any pair of commercially 
a list of options such as , for example , a three - point compe- available smart glasses will work in this system 10 . 
tition or a free - throw competition at step 36. The first player 45 The glasses 12 include right and left lenses 64 on a 
10 is then matched up with a second player 20 at a basketball wearable frame 66. The lenses 64 allow natural light in thus 
court in a remote location who also is logged into the allowing the wearer to see the real world . The field of view 
application 14 on the second player's device 16 and who is ( FOV ) of most lenses 64 is preferably in the range of 30 
interested in playing the same game at steps 38 , 40 , 42. Once degrees to 180 degrees . A positioning device 68 is mounted 
both players 18 and 20 are matched and the game deter- 50 on the frame 66 and functions to determine a physical 
mined , the players 18 and 20 put on their individual smart location of the wearer . The positioning device 68 may 
glasses 12 so that the camera 32 is activated and each player include both a geographic locator such as a GPS device 
18 and 20 can see what the other player sees on the known in the art that utilizes signals from GPS satellites to 
basketball court at step 44. The players 18 and 20 then set determine the current position of a player 18 or 20 as well 
aside their individual devices 16 such as in their pocket , on 55 as orientation devices such as known accelerometers and 
a chair , on a fence , or any other convenient location that is 3 - axis gravity detectors that determine the direction the 
nearby so they can then begin the selected shooting game at player 18 or 20 is looking while wearing the glasses 12. The 
step 46. Both players 18 and 20 can play the selected game camera 32 is mounted to the frame 66 and captures images 
at the same time as shown in steps 48 and 50 or they can play and video in the FOV . A display 70 is mounted on the frame 
one at a time while watching the other player on their device 60 66 spaced in front of one or both lenses 64. The display 70 
16. If the players 18 and 20 play the selected game one at a is preferably a small video screen such as a micro - LED 
time , each player 18 and 20 can monitor the current data and display that the player 18 or 20 looks directly at or is a 
scores of the other player as well as make / miss data of the projection device that displays information such as images , 
other player on their device 16. The application 14 can also video , and other data onto one of both lenses 64. For 
provide for replays of each player's shots if desired . The 65 example , every time a player 18 or 20 makes a shot , a green 
application 14 also provides a timer and a game end alarm MAKE will show on the display 70 in real - time , and every 
if the selected game requires one . time the player 18 or 20 misses a shot , a red MISS will show 
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on the display 70 in real time . The display 70 functions to Turning now to FIG . 6 , with respect to player tracking , 
overlay such information and / or graphics onto a user's FOV data from the positioning device 68 on the smart glasses 12 
such that what a player 18 or 20 is seeing through the lenses is acquired at step 104 and utilized to determine where a 
64 is augmented with the overlaid information 62 thus player 18 or 20 is on the basketball court at step 106 and 
providing an augmented reality situation . The processor 30 5 utilized to mark where a player 18 or 20 takes a shot at step 
is mounted to the frame 66 for analyzing and processing the 108 . 
data from the camera 32 such as by using computer vision With respect to tracking the basketball 22 , the data 
( CV ) techniques and communicating that data to each play- streamed and acquired from the camera 32 of the smart 
er's device 16 . glasses 12 is utilized as shown in step 104 to identify the 

The glasses 12 preferably include a built - in microphone ! 10 basketball 22 in step 110 , track the basketball 22 in step 112 
speaker 72 and earphone or earpiece 74. The microphone and determine made and missed shots in step 114. Prefer 
speaker 72 permits a player 18 or 20 to speak to the other ably , a tool that the system 10 uses to interpret the data 
player in real time while playing the basketball game , and streamed from the camera 32 can be sourced from OpenCV , 
earpiece 74 enables the players 18 and 20 to hear what the an open source CV and machine learning software library . 
other players are saying in response . The glasses 12 include 15 More specifically , an implementation of the OpenCV library 
a conventional standard transceiver 76 in order to wirelessly made solely for use in Unity OpenCV for Unity from Enox 
communicate information such as the camera images and / or Software can be used for tracking the basketball . Unity is 
other data relating to a player 18 or 20 and communicate advantageous to enable almost all commercially available 
through Bluetooth Low energy ( BLE ) . The smart glasses 12 smart glasses to be used in this game system . Filters can also 
have a server manager code that contains functions for 20 be used to filter artificial data from the camera data . How 
several different server file protocols including TCP , UDP , ever , other software for processing the data from the smart 
MIX and TLA . The file transfer functions preferably use glasses , whether commercially available or custom written , 
multithreading to transfer and process the file bytes quickly can also be utilized with the invention . 
and efficiently . The glasses 12 are powered such as by HoloLens World Tracking can be used to identify the 
battery and / or electric charge . 25 basketball backboard 26 in 3d space in step 116. To accom 
As noted above , commercially available smart glasses can plish this , images of backboards are preferably scanned to 

be utilized as part of the invention or , alternatively , specifi- enable the glasses 12 to recognize backboards of different 
cally designed custom - made glasses can be designed and designs . Alternatively , after putting the glasses 12 on , a 
manufactured such as with more than one camera and faster player 18 or 20 will be asked to shoot any number of shots , 
processing speeds . 30 such as 3-5 , until the system 10 recognizes the backboard 26 

Turning now to FIG . 4 , there is illustrated an exemplary in use . If desired , the entire court could be identified by the 
graphical user interface 78 of the application 14 which is system 10 as well . 
accessed by each player's device 16. It should be noted that The OpenCV plugin can be used to identify and track the 
the interface 78 can be designed and look differently and basketball 22 and process the camera data while tracking the 
display different information as desired . The interface 78 35 backboard's position . During the processing , the OpenCV 
includes a miniature basketball court graphic 80 where the plugin functions will analyze the frames captured from the 
location of each player's shots as makes / misses is shown for camera 32 to identify contour lines that match the circular 
example by x's and o’s and where the distance of a player's shape of the basketball 22 as the images featured from the 
shots from the rim 24 can also be displayed . The player frame are 2d . The processing also takes into account the size 
names 82 can be displayed and an indication 84 indicating 40 of the basketball 22 , the focal length of the camera 32 , the 
that the first player 18 is connected to the second player 20 , diameter of the basketball 22 and the color of the basketball 
and the game is on . The interface 78 displays elapsed time 22 such as through use of the OpenCV Find Contours 
86 of the game being played , the total shots 88 attempted by function . Alternatively , the system 10 can request a player 18 
the player 18 or 20 , the number of makes / misses 90 and 92 or 20 to place the basketball 22 in front of the smart glasses 
of the player , and each player's rank 94 among all players 45 12 until the system 10 recognizes the specific basketball that 
that have played the selective basketball game . Each play- is being used in the game . 
er's device 16 keeps track of a player's rank using any type The image processing within OpenCV on the processor 
of ranking system / method . A player's rank can be accessed 30 is done in as many frames as possible in order to achieve 
even if the player 18 or 20 is not actively playing a good accuracy without slowing down the processing . In 
basketball shooting game . 50 order to achieve better performance , the processing can scale 

The interface 78 enables a player 18 or 20 to choose the input frames down to 896x504 resolution ( 16 : 9 aspect 
between several basketball games 96 by selecting from a ratio ) . The FOV can be kept at 48 degrees and the aspect 
predetermined menu . Games can include but are not limited ratio is kept the same to ensure consistent accuracy . How 
to a three - point shooting game and a free throw shooting ever , it should be noted that faster processing speed , higher 
game . A player 18 or 20 can also choose to play the game 55 resolution and different aspect ratios can also be utilized as 
with a different player . known by those of skill in the art . It should also be noted that 

FIG . 5 shows another graphical user interface 96 wherein a different processor not on the smart glasses 12 can also be 
there is a split screen 98 showing the camera data 100 from used in addition to or in place of the processor 30 . 
the first player 18 and the camera data 102 from the second The processing of the camera data also preferably detects 
player 20 . 60 the color of the basketball 22 and converts from RGB to 

In order to utilize the smart glasses 12 for the basketball HSV in order to precisely determine the color of the bas 
shooting game between two players 18 and 20 on remote ketball 22 when it is in the camera frame data . Filtering is 
basketball courts , processes are needed to track the players preferably done so appropriately colored round orange 
18 and 20 and analyze the data from the glasses 12 by objects such as 0.5 miles away are not identified as the 
tracking the basketball 22 , without need for any sensors on 65 basketball 22 . 
the rim 24 , backboard 26 or basketball 22 which would be Turning now to the processing of basketball shot makes / 
an impediment to playing the game . misses and FIG . 7 , preferably during the start of processing 
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of the data , collision detection boxes 118 and 120 are created video as well as other data collected and processed by 
in order to ensure a proper basketball shot is processed . A player's glasses 12 are communicated to the other player 
first collision detection box 118 is positioned above the rim such as be being wirelessly transmitted to the player's 
24 adjacent the backboard 26 and a second collision detec respective device 16 which is also communicated to the 
tion box 120 is positioned below the rim 24. The system 10 5 other player's device 16 as is known in the art . The capture 
detects collisions in succession with the basketball 22 along of images , video and data by the glasses 12 of the first player 
with the two collision boxes 118 and 120 that are created to 18 at one game location can be viewed in real - time by the overlay the camera data . Once the system 10 detects a second player 20 at a remote game location and vice versa collision between the basketball 22 and the first collision thus enabling the play of athletic ball games by one player 
detection box 118 then the second collision detection box 10 18 against another player 20 anywhere in the world . 120 in that order , the system records that as a basket made . Turning now to FIGS . 9-11 , another embodiment of the The use of the focal length of the camera 32 to determine the 
distance of the basketball 22 from the camera 32 ensures that invention is shown with respect to the game of baseball . The 
there are no errors in collision detection . In the 2d image baseball game is played by players at remote locations game 
processing , the basketball 22 may appear to be colliding 15 such as in a backyard , on an actual baseball diamond , at a 
with the collision detection boxes 118 and 120 if it is in front batting cage , at the park , in the gym or anywhere with 
of or behind either of the boxes 118 and 120 , however , using enough space to simulate a real - life baseball game . The 
the area of the basketball 22 when colliding with the boxes players 18 and 20 play the game as shown in FIG . 2 in that 
118 and 120 ensures that no errors are made when process- a player 18 puts on the smart glasses 12 , logs in to the 
ing . 20 application 14 on a smart device 16 and selects a game to 

It should also be noted that the system 10 can also provide play against another baseball player 20 also wearing smart 
predictive make / miss determinations if a player 18 or 20 glasses 12 but in a different location . The smart glasses 12 
turns their head away from the rim 24 thus not providing any function the same in the game of baseball as in the game of 
camera data . In this situation , the system 10 can predict if the basketball previously described and each player 18 and 20 
shot was a make / miss based on the trajectory mapping of the 25 can watch the other player playing the selected game 
shot as it approaches the rim 24 with the camera data that is through transmission of the camera data . 
available . Referring to FIG . 9 , one exemplary baseball game is a 

With respect to projecting graphics and game data 62 on pitching game to determine who the best pitcher is among 
the display 70 of the smart glasses 12 , this is known in the the players 18 and 20. The smart glasses 12 worn by player 
art through use of a combiner that works like a partial mirror 30 18 and 20 will measure how far away the player 18 and 20 
to redirect the display light and selectively let in light from is from a mound 130 and a home plate 132 in order to ensure 
the real world . FIG . 7 illustrates an example of the MAKE that both players 18 and 20 are pitching from the same 
graphic as seen on the display 70 of the glasses 12. Other distance ( typically from 45-50 feet , which is the professional 
graphics and / or data that could be displayed include loca- distance of the mound 130 to home plate 132 ) . The glasses 
tion , temperature , and distance from the basketball rim . 35 12 can measure curvature , trajectory , speed and accuracy of 

In another aspect of the invention , the camera output of a thrown baseball 134. The pitching game can be played to 
the glasses 12 of the players 18 and 20 can be transmitted via determine who throws the most strikes , has the fastest pitch , 
a network to third parties to watch the games whether they has the most unique pitch , the best curve ball thrower , or the 
are physically at one of the basketball courts or not . most accurate pitcher , for example . The glasses 12 can also 

The invention is capable of being used with other athletic 40 project a visual strike zone 136 for the player 18 and 20 
ball sports using the smart glasses 12 , the application 14 and while they are pitching to determine how many strikes are 
the smart device 16 with adaptations as would be known to thrown . The make / miss data can include a make when a 
those of skill in the art . As with the basketball game player 18 or 20 throws a strike or a miss if the player 18 or 
described above , to similarly play other athletic ball games , 20 misses the strike zone 136 . 
the first player 18 logs into the application 14 on the first 45 Referring to FIG . 10 , another exemplary baseball game is 
player's device 16 and selects a particular game from a list pitching against a virtual batter . The player 18 who is 
of options . The first player 18 is then matched up with a wearing the glasses 12 is pitching against a white picket 
second player 20 at a game location in a remote location who fence where they can now see the virtual strike zone 136 of 
also is logged into the application 14 on the second player's the average batter . In addition to the strike zone 136 , the 
device 16 and who is interested in playing the same game . 50 glasses 12 could also project a famous baseball player and 
Once both players 18 and 20 are matched and the game show him taking a swing at a pitch . Using statistical data on 
determined , the players 18 and 20 put on their individual how that famous player performed against similar pitches , 
smart glasses 12 so that the camera 32 is activated and each the glasses 12 will determine whether that famous player 
player 18 and 20 can see what the other player sees on the would have hit the pitch that was just thrown by player 18 
game location . The players 18 and 20 then set aside their 55 such that the make / miss data would include hits and misses . 
individual devices 16 such as in their pocket , on a chair , on The glasses 12 use gamified graphics to show that famous 
a fence , or any other convenient location that is nearby so player hitting the ball , emitting further game - like graphics 
they can then begin the selected game . Both players 18 and like “ home run ” “ single ” “ double ” “ triple ” “ fly ball ” “ pow ” 
20 can play the selected game at the same time or they can “ see ya ” “ that's outta there ” , also emitting sounds emulating 
play one at a time while watching the other player on their 60 baseball parks when a homerun is hit . 
device 16. If the players 18 and 20 play the selected game Another exemplary baseball game is a hitting competition 
one at a time , each player 18 and 20 can monitor the current between players 18 and 20 involving a bat 138. The com 
data and scores of the other player as well as the make / miss petition may include which player 18 or 20 hits the ball 134 
data of the other player on their device 16. The application the most times , most powerful hit , the furthest hit or the most 
14 can also provide for replays of each player's shots if 65 RBIs , for example . 
desired . The application 14 also provides a timer and a game The glasses 12 can include speakers to emit sounds such 
end alarm if the selected game requires one . The images , when a player 18 or 20 is wearing the glasses 12 in his 
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backyard for example , it will sound as though the player 18 same in the games of golf as in the game of basketball 
or 20 is in an actual ball park with crowd noises and previously described and each player 18 and 20 can watch 
commentator play - by - play . the other player playing the selected game through trans 

For baseball games , the player 18 and 20 position needs mission of the camera data . 
to be located relative to the mound 130 and strike zone 136 , 5 Referring to FIG . 14 , exemplary golf games include 
the strike zone 136 needs to be located and the baseball 134 putting , driving and chipping games . The glasses 12 mea 
needs to be detected and tracked to determine the make / miss sure how far away a player 18 or 20 is from the hole or cup data for pitches and hits . No additional sensors are needed 170. The glasses 12 measure curvature , trajectory and speed on the baseball 134 or the bat 138. An exemplary graphical 
user interface 140 for a baseball game in shown in FIG . 11. 10 selected golf game can be played to determine who is the of all swings of a golf club 172 and a golf ball 174. The 

Turning now to the FIGS . 12-13 , another embodiment of 
the invention is shown with respect to the best putter , chipper or driver . Since the players 18 and 20 game of soccer . 
The soccer game is played by players at remote game will be on different greens , the difficulty of each putt is 
locations such as in the backyard , on an actual soccer field , factored in to determine which player had the more difficult 
at the park , in the gym or anywhere with enough space to 15 shot . When driving the golf ball 174 , the glasses 12 will 
simulate a real - life soccer game . The players 18 and 20 play determine the distance of the drive and accuracy . When 
the game as shown in FIG . 2 in that a player 18 puts on the chipping , the glasses 12 show how puts , drives and chips 
smart glasses 12 , logs in to the application 14 on a smart compare to professional golfers . The glasses 12 can also 
device 16 and selects a game to play against another soccer show the players 18 and 20 the angle and trajectory lines 
player 20 also wearing smart glasses 12 but in a different 20 they should be aiming for . 
location . The smart glasses 12 function the same in the For golf games , the player 18 and 20 position needs to be 
games of soccer as in the game of basketball previously located relative to the hole 170 and the golf ball 174 and club 
described and each player 18 and 20 can watch the other 172 need to be detected and tracked to determine the 
player playing the selected game through transmission of the make / miss data . No additional sensors are needed on the ball 
camera data . 174 or club 172. An exemplary graphical user interface 176 

The soccer games can be penalty kicking games or other for a golf game in shown in FIG . 15 . 
skill games like simulated dribbling or juggling drills . The It should be noted that the invention utilizing the smart 
glasses 12 will determine the locations of the players 18 and glasses can be adapted to other athletic ball games such as , 
20 , the goal 150 and the ball 152 and measure how far a for example , cricket , football , softball , tennis , volleyball , 
player 18 or 20 is from the goal 150. The glasses 12 can 30 handball , rugby , field hockey , netball , Canadian football , 
measure statistics such as speed of a kicked ball 152 and badminton , bocce , croquet , lacrosse , wiffle ball , table tennis , 
curvature or trajectory of the ball 152 . pickle ball , bowling and curling . 

Referring to FIG . 12 , in one exemplary soccer game , the Various features and advantages of the invention are set 
glasses 12 projects virtual targets in each of the four corners forth in the following claims . 
of the goal 150 and the object is for each player 18 and 20 35 
to see who can kick the most accurate penalty kicks , hitting The invention claimed is : 
a certain amount of each of these virtual targets in the four 1. An athletic ball game method for at least two players at 
corners with the make / miss data include goals made and remote game locations with each player using a game ball 
goals missed . said method comprising : 

Another game involves the glasses 12 projecting a virtual 40 matching up two players at remote game locations who 
professional soccer goalie and a player 18 or 20 kicking the have selected to play the same athletic ball game ; 
soccer ball 152 at the goal 150 while trying to score on the acquiring real - time camera data from a camera on smart 
virtual goalie . Using statistical data inputted into the glasses glasses each player wears while the players are playing 
12 , the goalie will either be scored on or block the ball 152 the selected athletic ball game ; 
and graphics projected from the glasses 12 to indicate what 45 analyzing the camera data using an overlay over the 
happens in real - time with graphics and sounds like " score ! " camera data without using data from a sensor on the 
or “ blocked ! ” or “ goal ! ” . After the selected soccer game is game ball to determine make / miss data for each player 
over , each player 18 and 20 can see who won , analyze how for the selected ball game ; and 
they did and determine their new ranking in the game . communicating the camera data and the make / miss data 

For soccer games , the player 18 and 20 positions needs to 50 of one player to the other player . 
be located relative to the goal 150 and the soccer ball 152 2. An athletic ball game method of claim 1 and further 
needs to be detected and tracked to determine the make / miss including the step of displaying indicia of the make / miss 
data . No additional sensors are needed on the goal 150 or data on each player's smart glasses . 
ball 152. An exemplary graphical user interface 156 for a 3. An athletic ball game method of claim 1 and further 
soccer game in shown in FIG . 13 . 55 including the step of displaying augmented reality graphics 

Turning now to FIGS . 14-15 , another embodiment of the on each player's smart glasses . 
invention is shown with respect to the game of golf . The golf 4. An athletic ball game method of claim 1 wherein , in the 
game is played by players 18 and 20 at remote game communicating step , the camera data and the make / miss 
locations such as in the backyard , on an actual golf course , data is communicated to a player's smart device . 
in a driving range , on a putting green , in an office with a fake 60 5. An athletic ball game method of claim 1 and further 
putting green , at the park , in the gym or anywhere with including the step of determining which player won the 
enough space to simulate a real - life golf game . The players selected athletic ball game and communicating the result to 
18 and 20 play the game as shown in FIG . 2 in that a player each player . 
18 puts on the smart glasses 12 , logs in to the application 14 6. An athletic ball game method of claim 1 wherein the 
on a smart device 16 and selects a game to play against 65 smart glasses enable the players to communicate via audio 
another golf player 20 also wearing smart glasses 12 but in with each another during the playing of the selected athletic 
a different game location . The smart glasses 12 function the 
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7. An athletic ball game method of claim 1 and further 15. A method of claim 14 wherein the smart glasses 
including the step of analyzing the camera data to recognize include a processor and wherein the processor performs the 
the game ball . analyzing step . 

8. An athletic ball game method of claim / and further 16. A method of claim 14 wherein the athletic ball game 
including the step of analyzing the data from each player's 5 is one of baseball , soccer and golf . 
smart glasses to track the game ball . 17. A method of claim 16 wherein the selected athletic 

9. An athletic ball game method of claim 1 and further ball game includes one of a baseball , a golf ball and a soccer including the step of analyzing the data from each player's ball . 
smart glasses to determine each player's position at their 18. A method for enabling two athletic players in game respective game location . areas at remote locations to play a selected athletic ball game 10. An athletic ball game method of claim 1 wherein the against one another , said method comprising : athletic ball game is one of baseball , soccer and golf . 

11. An athletic ball game method of claim 1 wherein the matching up two players to play a selected athletic ball 
game ball includes one of a baseball , a golf ball and a soccer game ; 
ball . acquiring data from smart glasses worn by each player , 

12. An athletic ball game method of claim 1 wherein , in the data including camera data obtained from a camera 
the analyzing step , at least one collision box overlaying the incorporated in the smart glasses worn by each player , 
camera data is used to determine make / miss data . the data not including data from a sensor on the game 

13. An athletic ball game method of claim 1 wherein , in ball ; 
the analyzing step , non - ball trajectory data is used to deter- 20 transmitting the data from the smart glasses worn by each 
mine make / miss data . player to a smart device of the other player ; 

14. A method for enabling two athletic players in game analyzing the data from each player's smart glasses to 
areas at remote locations to play a selected athletic ball game gnize a game area and a game ball ; 
against one another , said method comprising : analyzing the data from each player's smart glasses to 

matching up two athletic players on game areas at remote 25 determine each player's position in the game area ; 
locations to play a selected athletic ball game ; analyzing the data from each player's smart glasses to 

acquiring real - time camera data from a camera incorpo track the game ball ; rated in smart glasses worn by each player ; analyzing the data from each player's smart glasses using transmitting the real - time camera data from smart glasses an overlay over the camera data to determine how well worn by each player to a smart device of the other 30 each player played the selected athletic game ; and player ; displaying augmented reality information related to the analyzing the real - time camera data from each player's 
smart glasses using at least one collision box overlay selected athletic ball game on each player's smart 
ing the real - time camera data to determine which player glasses . 
won the selected athletic game ; and 19. The method of claim 18 and further including the step 

communicating which player won the selected athletic of transmitting the camera data to third parties . 
game . 
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